Automated stratification of liver disease in ultrasound: An online accurate feature classification paradigm.
Fatty liver disease (FLD) is one of the most common diseases in liver. Early detection can improve the prognosis considerably. Using ultrasound for FLD detection is highly desirable due to its non-radiation nature, low cost and easy use. However, the results can be slow and ambiguous due to manual detection. The lack of computer trained systems leads to low image quality and inefficient disease classification. Thus, the current study proposes novel, accurate and reliable detection system for the FLD using computer-based training system. One hundred twenty-four ultrasound sample images were selected retrospectively from a database of 62 patients consisting of normal and cancerous. The proposed training system was generated offline parameters using training liver image database. The classifier applied transformation parameters to an online system in order to facilitate real-time detection during the ultrasound scan. The system utilized six sets of features (a total of 128 features), namely Haralick, basic geometric, Fourier transform, discrete cosine transform, Gupta transform and Gabor transform. These features were extracted for both offline training and online testing. Levenberg-Marquardt back propagation network (BPN) classifier was used to classify the liver disease into normal and abnormal categories. Random partitioning approach was adapted to evaluate the classifier performance and compute its accuracy. Utilizing all the six sets of 128 features, the computer aided diagnosis (CAD) system achieved classification accuracy of 97.58%. Furthermore, the four performance metrics consisting of sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value (PPV), and negative predictive value (NPV) realized 98.08%, 97.22%, 96.23%, and 98.59%, respectively. The proposed system was successfully able to detect and classify the FLD. Furthermore, the proposed system was benchmarked against previous methods. The comparison established an advanced set of features in the Levenberg-Marquardt back propagation network reports a significant improvement compared to the existing techniques.